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The series “Weakly closed p-elements and odd automizers” [l IA-1 1 C] 
dealt with groups G in which a Sylow p-normalizer is “essentially” an odd-order 
Frobenius group with a non-trivial Schur multiplier. This sequel explores the 
analogous situation in which the Frobenius group has an even-order complement; 
in this case the desired conclusion is not p-length 1, but rather a restriction on 
the number of conjugacy classes of involutions in G. The main result is: 
THEOREM. Let G be a jinite group satiqying O,,(G) = 1 (p an odd prime). 
Let P be a Sylow p-group and N = No(P). Assume: 
(1) N/O,,(N) is a Frobenius group with kernel P and complement S of even 
order. 
(2) The Schur multiplier of P . S is not trivial. 
(3) 2 1 S 1 divides pm + 1 for some m. 
Then every involution fG must invert some non-trivial p-element of G. 
Remarks : The hypothesis (3) is used to simplify calculations; presumably 
the result is true without it. Also, as indicated in Puig [S, Lemma 51, hypothesis 
(2) is very nearly a consequence of (3). 
Th e proof investigates whether an arbitrary involution u must with some 
conjugate form a dihedral group of order divisible by p. If t is an involution of 
N - O,(N), we can ask if u is conjugate to t in (t, u>; at worst we discover 
<t, U} might be a dihedral group of order divisible by 4p. Thus if we have further 
restrictions on the involutions centralizing p-elements, we may obtain more 
precise conclusions: 
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COROLLARIES: (i) Suppose in addition to the hypothesis of the Theorem that 
O,~(W) c N f or all x E P#. Then every involution of G must be conjugate to 
an involution of N - O,,(N). The number of such classes is limited by the number 
of involutions of O,,(N). 
(ii) Suppose in addition to the hypothesis of the Theorem that: 
I cc4 is odd for all x E P#. 
Then G has just one class of involutions. 
Results of this type are not entirely new. The case 1 S / = 2 is very special, 
for then the assumption (2) about the Schur multiplier is not needed, as one 
sees in Brauer [l, III, Section IX] or G. Higman [5, Section 51; indeed the addi- 
tion of the multiplier hypothesis forces 02(G) < G, as seen in [12, II]. Conse- 
quently our hypotheses include the tacit assumption 1 S / > 2. Other more 
general cases of the main theorem above have been worked out by G. Higman 
and by W. Feit in unpublished work made available to this author. 
More recently, L. Puig in [7, 81 has introduced new techniques in modular 
character theory that allow him to generalize the odd-automizer results of [l 1 C]. 
In this paper we show how Puig’s methods can also simplify the calculations 
required in the even-automizer case. 
The proof proceeds in a standard fashion. Preliminary work includes a 
description of the irreducible characters of a central extension of the group 
P . S. Isometry methods then lead to a description of the irreducible characters 
of the principal p-block of a central extension of G. Calculation with suitable 
class-algebra coefficients hen yields the desired result. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we study the group P . S, and the “local control” it exercises 
in G, and even in central extensions of G. We observe first hat our Frobenius 
complement S, being of even order, must contain a unique involution (see 
[6, V. 8.7]), which we will denote by t; and t must invert all of P. Consequently 
our hypothesis trivially includes: 
(i) P is abelian. 
(ii) N controls strong p-fusion G. 
(1 J) 
Note (ii) follows from (i) by the classic argument of Burnside [4, 7.1.11. For 
control of fusion, we use the standard terminology of Glauberman [3]: assertion 
(ii) means that whenever A, A9 C P for some g E G, we may in fact write g = cn 
for c E C(A), n E N. In the notation of Puig [7], we would say N is of C-control 
(relative to p). 
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The control result (1.1) h as immediate consequences in several directions. 
We consider first he control of homology and cohomology: 
(i) Let 2 be an abelian p-group, considered as trivial module 
for G and for N. Then restriction defines an isomorphism 
H,(G, 2) g H,(N, 2) for each 71 E Z. 
(ii) N controls p-transfer in G, so that Op(G) = G. 
(iii) We may construct a non-split central extension G’ of U-2) 
a group 2 of order p by G. We can choose P’ E Syl,(G’) 
so that N’ = NG,(P’) is a non-split central extension of 2 by N. 
Furthermore N’ controls p-fusion in G’. 
Proof. R. Swan in [13] proved (i) for the case P abelian, observing that the 
result is just a generalization of the cases 7t = -2 (Burnside’s fusion result) 
and 71 = 2 (Grun’s transfer theorem). The argument extends readily to the case 
of N controlling fusion, as is observed in [I IC, p. 5241 or [S, Lemma 1.21. The 
particular case n = 2 refers to the transfer homomorphism. In our case, the 
assumption [P, S] = P forces P < [P, G] so that G = Op(G), proving (ii). 
(The notion of control of transfer is described in Glauberman [3]). For (ii), 
recall that our hypothesis (2) entails the existence of the extension N’, and the 
existence of G’ follows from the case 12 = -2 of (i). Control of fusion by N’ is 
established in [ I1 C, Lemma 1. l] or [8, Lemma 1.21. 
As another consequence of control of fusion, we determine that centralizers 
of p-elements of G are p-nilpotent: 
(i) Let 1 # A < P. Then C(,a) = P . O,,(C(A)). 
(ii) With G’ as in (1.2)(iii), assume 2 < A < P’. (1.3) 
Then C,,(A) E Syl,(C&A)) and C,,(A) = C,(A) . O,,(C,,(A)). 
Proof. These assertions are established in [l IA, Lemmas 2.4, 2.51. 
In view of (1.3), we see that if A, B are p-subgroups of G with Ag < B for 
some g, then O,(C(B)) ,< O,(C(A9). Th us if a is the set of all p-subgroups 
of G, and we set W(A) = O,$C(A)) f or each A E QZ, then (Gi?, W) is ap-locality 
in the sense of Puig [7]. Furthermore N is of (a, IV)-control; for if A, As C P 
and we write g = cn (c E C(A), n E N) then we see by (1.3) that we may even 
choose c E O,,(C(A)) = W(A). Similarly, N is of W-control in the sense of [8]. 
We now introduce some notation for dealing with characters. We write 
Irr(G) for the set of irreducible complex characters of G; similarly if B is a 
p-block of G, L-r(B) denotes the irreducible characters belonging to B. We 
introduce specific names for the blocks of interest: 
B denotes the principal p-block of G. 
b denotes the principal p-block of N. 
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As in [llA] the characters of Irr(b) are just those of Irr(N/O,(N)), which may 
be identified naturally with those of Irr(P . S). 
We use also the notation of Puig [7, 81 dealing with rings of characters. Here: 
R(G) = the Z-module spanned by Irr(G) 
R(G, P) = {x E R(G) : x(x) = x&J, Vx E G}. 
Here x, denotes the p-part of x, and we see that generalized characters of 
R(G, p) are required to be constant on p-sections of G; in particular, they are 
constant on the set G,, of $-elements of G. We also define: 
R(G, W) = {X E R(G) : ~(zux) = x(x) for all x with x, + 1 
and all w E O,,(C(x,))}. 
R,(G, IV) = {X E R(G, W) : x constant on G,,}. 
In our situation, (1.3) describes the structure of centralizers of non-trivial 
p-elements, and we see: 
R(G, p) = R,(G, W) C R(G, W). 
Furthermore it is a standard consequence of Brauer’s Second and Third Main 
Theorems, as in [l lB], that x(x) = x(x3) when x E Irr(B) and x, # 1; so that 
we may also note: 
R(B) C R(G, W). 
It is also useful to introduce from [8, 91 the definition: R(P, G) = {x E R(P) : 
x(x”) = X(X) whenever x, xg E P for g E G). Thus characters of R(P, G) are 
constant on G-classes intersected with P. Since we have control of fusion in 
(l.l), we may quote [9, Cor. 21 to conclude: 
R(P, G) = R(P, N). Furthermore, restriction toP 
defines an isomorphism: 
R(G, P) z R(P, G) = R(P, N) E R(N P). 
The restriction map from R(G, p) to R(N, p) is even an 
isometry with respect to the usual character inner product. 
(1.4) 
Thus it will be useful for us to study the analogous character rings for N, and 
consequently for P . S. 
The ring R(P, N) is quickly determined by consideration of Irr(P . S). The 
characters of P . S are well-known, as in [4, Sec. 4.51, and may be described by: 
(a) a set of non-exceptional characters, trivial on P. The characters of 
Irr(P . S/P) may be identified with Irr(S). 
(b) a set X of exceptional characters {Xi ,..., X }, r = (I P [ - 1)/l S /. 
Each restriction /\<lp is a regular S-orbit in Trr(P). 
Then R(P, N) = R(P, G) is spanned by {lp} u {A lp : X e X}. 
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The function W = O,,C may be restricted to N: thus W,(A) = 
O&C,(A)) = O,(N) for each 1 # A < P. Thus the defining conditions for 
R(N P> = R&Y WN) re q uire that constituents be trivial on O,(N), and thus 
lie in Irr(b) = Irr(P . S). But the rings R(P . S, P) are well-known, as in 
[4, Sec. 4.61. Indeed if we write 
P = 1 x(l) ‘X 
XEIrrLS) 
for the regular character of S (and thus of P . S/P) we see: 
R(P . S) = R(b) = R(N, W,). (1.5) 
It will also be useful to introduce as in [8] the character of P . S defined by 
8=p--jSI.ls. 
We observe that in 0, = 0 and S,, = -1 S j so 6’ E R(N, W,) - R(N, p). 
We require also some information regarding the characters ofthe group N’, 
since the following sections will involve the extension G’ of G. A description f
the necessary characters i given in [lo] and more generally in [l lA]. We will 
simply state the results we require. 
So assume 2, P’, N’ are as in (1.2)(iii). F or a linear character + of 2 define: 
Irr(P’ )4) = (X E Irr(P’): xz = x(1) . +} 
Thus Irr(P’ /lz) = Irr(P). By Clifford’s theorem [6, V.17.31 Irr(P’) is the 
disjoint union of the sets Irr(P’ 14) for 4 E It-r(Z). So we fix some non-trivial 
linear character + of 2 and describe Irr(P’ )4). We obtain the following in- 
formation: 
Write Z(P’) = Z x Y where Y = [Z(P’), S] may be trivial. 
We have a 1 : 1 correspondence Irr(P / 4) c-) Irr( Y) by xr = 
ps . 5 where p” = 1 P’ : Z(P’)/1’2 and 5 E Irr(Y). In its 
action S fixes the character estricting to ps . IF , and 
permutes the other in regular orbits. 
This in turn allows us to describe Irr(P . S 1 4): 
(i) Let 5 be the S-fixed character just described. Then there is xc 
Irr(P . S / +) with xp = 4 and xs = [.ls + d.p where 6 = &l and d is 
some integer 22. The product characters 4 . x (where 4 E Irr(S)) also lie in 
Irr(P . S 1 4). 
(ii) Let &’ be any character of Irr(P 1 4) not fixed by S. Then X = [p’s E
h(P . S 1 4). In particular, /\ Ip = Csos 5” and A,* = 0. 
The reader should note that the restrictions i  hypothesis (3) have been used 
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in part (i) of the above description to conclude x(l) E 51 (mod j S I). Other- 
wise we could get a situation like P s 2, x Z, , S g Q8 and x( 1) = 3 + &l 
(mod 8). It should still be true in such cases, as observed in [llA, Sec. 61, that 
x(1) = 6, = fl for each cyclic subgroup C < S. But the possibility of 
getting values of 6 positive for some elements and negative for other elements 
would make many of our later calculations unreasonably complicated, perhaps 
impossible. So we assume in hypothesis (3) that p has odd order modulo 1 S /. 
Since x( 1)” 2 1 (mod j S I), this guarantees that x(l) = 6 = +l (mod j S I), 
so that we may apply the theory of [I IA, Sec. l] to describe Irr(P . S / 4). We 
in fact use 2 j S 1 dividesp” + 1 to guarantee 1 P / > 4 / S j2 for use in Section 2. 
This also gives the condition d > 2 mentioned in (i). 
2. CHARACTERS OF G 
From now on, G’ will denote an extension of G as in (1.2)(iii). We proceed 
essentially to describe the set Irr(B’) where B’ is the principal p-block of G’. 
From Clifford’s theorem we see Irr(B’ 1 1,) can be identified with Irr(B) 
where B is the principal p-block of G g G/Z. And we can approach Irr(B) by 
starting with Irr(P S). 
We will be making use of the character-isometry methods of [llB, Sec. I]. 
In order to take advantage of the simplifications introduced by Puig, we will 
follow an outline based on [8] rather than [l ICI, occasionally commenting on 
the differences. 
We confine attention first o G and B. In [l 1 B] we defined isometries tarting 
with the space VD(N; b) of class functions on N, with all constutuents from b, 
vanishing on N,, . It will be convenient here to work instead with the ring 
R,(N, b) of generalized characters in P,(N, b). Since the definition of R(N, p) 
requires only a constant value on G,,, , it is clear that: 
R(N, p) = Z . 1, @ R,(N’; b’). (2.1) 
In a similar way we see: 
R(G, p) 2 Z . le @ R,(G; B). 
Now for x E Z?,(N, b) we define a map 7 by: 
x’ = (x%3 , 
where the subscript B denotes the sum of just the B-constituents of the induced 
character xo. Since we have all the hypotheses of [llB, Hyp. (6)] we obtain the 
conclusions [llB, (l.l)]: 
(9 XT IN = x for x E R,(N; b). 
cii) (x7) ?)G = (xN ? 7) for x E %(Nb b), r) E R(B). 
(2.2) 
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In particular, applying (ii) to 7 = ~‘7 for x’ also in R,(N; b) shows 7 is an 
isometry. rf we apply (ii) to 7j = lG , we see using (2.1) that 7 may be trivially 
extended (by defining (lN)r = Ic) t o an isometry from R(N, p) into R(G, p). 
Our first main result is the analogue of a classical “coherence” result for 
Irr(b); indeed a proof can be adapted easily from Feit [2, (31.5)]. We proceed 
in the standard way by first defining 7 on degree-O combinations of the excep- 
tional characters X of P . S. Since ( X 1 = ([ P j - 1)/j S j > 2 / S j > 4, it 
follows easily that the isometry r on (A - A’ : A, A’ E X} may be extended to an 
isometry on X itself. In view of the previous remarks, we may even define 7 
on {lN) u X. It follows from considering 7 on ps - h E R(N, p) for each h E X 
that: 
x7 Ip# = (,A + c - lp)p# (6 = il) 
where j S 1 = (p’, pr)o + c. Now the use of the assumption 1P 1 > 2 1 S 12 as in 
[2] (and in [I 1 C, Lemma 2.41) forces c = 0. 
In Puig [S], the analogous result is Proposition 3, and it is described in a 
slightly different otation. The isometry 7 is defined on R(N, p), and the initial 
remarks note that the restriction of 7 to the submodule 
R, = Z * 1, @ 2 h(h - A’) 
A.A’EX 
may be extended to 
Now in view of the correspondence in (1.4), we may for X E X let A* be that 
element of R(N,p) with A* Ip = h jp, so that A* js = A(1) Is. We see in 
fact that: 
0 = h - A*, for each X E X. 
It follows that 
and 
R(N, p) 0 ~3’ = R(N, P) + R, 
(R(N, p) 0 ZO) n R, = RI . 
Thus ‘T has a unique Z-linear extension from R, to R(N, p) @ iZB given by: 
& = 2 - (x*)7 for any X E X. 
To show the extension is an isometry involves checking that: 
(AT, (0 - A)+)c = (A, 0 - A),v = --I for each A, 
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which requires essentially the same numerical calculation as that mentioned 
above. Recalling p - h E R(N, p), we see that: 
which exhibits the equivalence of this proof with the previous. The result may 
be summarized in: 
(i) The isometry 7 on R(N, p) may be extended to an isometry from 
R(N, p) E Z0 into R(G, p). (2.3) 
(ii) 85 is rational and vanishes on p-singular elements. 
The rationality of BT follows from that of 8; its values on P# follow from our 
calculation “c = 0” since then 0 = h - A*, with h and A* both agreeing with 
E . X on P*. 
Remark. Xote that e7 IP.o,,(N) is induced from O,(N), since it in fact 
vanishes away from O,(N). 
This is the information we require about Irr(B) = Irr(B’ 1 1). Now we must 
consider the extended group G’. If b’ denotes the principal p-block of IV’, we 
may identify Irr(b’) naturally with Irr(P’ . S). Then if x and 4 are as in (1.7)(i), 
we must extend our isometry 7 from R(N, p) @ Zfl to R(N, p) @ ZYJ @ Zx. 
It is at this point that the advantages of the methods of Puig in [8] are parti- 
cularly striking. In previous problems of this sort, the non-exceptional characters 
found in Irr(B) need not correspond exactly to those of Irr(b), and this ambiguity 
carries over into Irr(B’ / +). With the argument of [8], however, we can produce 
directly a (=) irreducible character x7, which in turn provides “non-exceptional” 
characters corresponding exactly to those in (1.7)(ii). Both notation and arith- 
metic are thereby simplified. 
Following Puig, we let CY be that element of R(N, p) which by (1.4) satisfies 
01 IP, = x ‘P, 1 so that in particular, LY Is = x(1) . 1, . The convenience of the 
condition x(1) = 6 (mod / S I) becomes evident if we define: 
w = x(i) . I,~, + de, 
for then we may write: 
x(1) . x = WOI. 
(Both sides take the value x(l) . x Ip’ on P’, and x(1)8 . 1, on S’s). Now by 
(1.4) we may let /3 be that element of R(G’, p) satisfying /3 I,,+ = CL We will 
be able to use /3 and w to make a natural definition of x7. 
We may define an isometry 7 from R(N’, p) into R(G’, p) just as we did for N 
and G. Since R(b) is an orthogonal direct sum of components corresponding to 
linear characters 4 of 2, our result (2.3) for the case $ = I, actually defines 7 
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as an isometry on R(N’, p) @ Z6’. Now w lies in this ring, so w7 is well-defined, 
and is in fact rational-valued, since BT is. We define: 
This 17 will be our choice for x7. For by definition it agrees on P’# with 
1 
-wa=x, 
x(l) 
and in particular will have all its constituents in I@’ j 4). It remains to show 
that 17 is a generalized character of weight 1. Here Puig’s proof in [8, Demonstra- 
tion du th. I] can be applied without change in our even-automizer case, so we 
will indicate only an outline. (Note the use of the Brauer-Tate theorem-compare 
with [llC, Lemma 3.11). 
We consider first & (bar denotes complex conjugate). We check that - 
arol E R(N’, p) and then that (M$ = & with /3(x) /3(x) = x(1) for all .r: with 
xp E 2. Furthermore we obtain worcU = x(1) & + d~(1)~8 E R(N’, p) @ h0, and 
we can check on various elements that (w&)r = or/$ (noting in view of (2.3) 
that e7 vanishes for x with x?, E P’ - 2). It then follows that: 
x(l>“h 17)G’ = (WT? 4Yk = (d, (waE)qG’ = (w, wLY&* = x(l)“, 
so that 7 is of weight 1. 
Since 7 = wT/3/x(l) where w = x(1) . 1,~ + de, it will now be sufficient 
to show &fl/x(l) is a generalized character. Note first that 19~ /P’.o,,(N’) 
induced from 2 x O,(N) and furthermore that /3/x(l) takes 
:She value of 4 when considered as a character of 2 x O,(N). Thus we 
may consider @p/x( 1) jp,. o,, cN,) as induced from 2 x O,(N) and so a 
generalized character of P’ . O,,(N’). T o establish the assertion in general, it 
suffices by the theorem of Brauer-Tate [4, 4.7.121 to verify it for elementary 
subgroups of E’ of G’. Here we may assume 2 ,( A’ < P’ where A’ is the unique 
Sylowp-group of E’, so that E’ = A’ x O&E’). In particular, we may identify 
R(A’) with R(E’, p). Thus if 2 = A’, we get &/l/x(l) E R(Z) and the desired 
assertion holds. Consequently we may assume 2 < A’ and then O,(E) ,( 
C&A’) = O,,(C&A’)) . C,(A’) in view of (1.3). We may as well assume 
E’ = A’ x kV(A’) with W(A’) = O,,(C,,(A’)). Let E, A, W(A) be suitable 
images in the quotient G. Now we recall that @E R(G, W): thus if x is any 
element of the G with x, # 1, then xp, E W((x,)) = O,(C(x,)) and @(x) = 
@(x,). This implies: 
with 5 a character of A (hence a character of E trivial on W(A)) and ,$ a character 
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of W(A). Then working again in G’, we note fi E R(E’, p) so that fl can be iden- 
tified with x IA, . This forces: 
@P 1.5’ = (Ix IA,) + X(l>kwE’ (2.4) 
where 5~ IA, is a character of E’ trivial or W(A’) and &I is a character of 
Z x W(A’). Now we know from above that &fi/x(l) restricts oa generalized 
character of P' . O,(N’). On restricting (2.4) to E’ n N’, we see that <x laf/x(l) 
is generalized character of E' n N’; and so also of E’. It then follows that 
@/x(l) is a generalized character of E'. 
Now that we have obtained x7 = 7, we could go on as in [l lC, Lemma 3.11 
to describe the rest of the characters ofB’. However the calculation that follows 
does not require this further information, sowe may end Section 2 at this point. 
3. THE CLASS-ALGEBRA CALCULATION 
The methods of Puig in [S] also yield a significant advantage in our final 
calculation. Earlier work such as [llA] involved determining the full principal 
p-block B', and using all its characters for the computation. As noted in the 
previous ection, we are content to determine only x7 after work determining 
Irr(B’ j1). And now we calculate using (essentially) only xT and the {AT} for 
h E X, the set of exceptional characters ofP . S.l 
We note first of all that our work in the previous section has the conse- 
quence: 
for each x with x, # 1, x0(x) = X( 1) + d@(x). (3.1) 
It is convenient o define a class function 01,, for each X E X by: 
ci,J =6.1G’+---- d 1 s 1 ha _ x”e 
WI 
It follows from work of Section 2 that: 
a&) = 0 for all $-elements x of G’. (3.2) 
Now let U, v be involutions of G’. We consider whether conjugates of u, v 
might generate a dihedral group with nontrivial p-part, corresponding to a 
non-zero coefficient fora p-singular class in the product of the class ums for u 
and v. It will be convenient for computations to define: 
a, = x”(l) a, = d I S I x”U)lW) 
%z = x”W/x”( 1) u* = h+)/~“(l) 
1 Following [8] we now write D for the extension of the isometry 7. 
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and v, , v, in a similar way. Suppose then that no pair of conjugates of u, v ever 
inverts ap-element of G’, that is: 
O=&a;G,(s+ *hu(uoy:7 - hqPvb)) . 
However for any irreducible character 5 of G’, the function t/&l) is a character 
of the center of the group algebra, so we can re-write our expression (using d 
to denote the class um for uG’) as: 
o=s+ I C(u)l I CWl I G’ I2 ( 
d I s I W) wq xqtiq 
41) - - x”(1) mWl) 
= s I C(u) I IC(v,)l 
( 
d I S I W > WG) W2 
I G’ I2 /\(l) ---- k(1) P(l) 
xo(l) ~“(4 XV) -- 
x”(l) x”(l) 1 
which in our notation simplifies to: 
0 = S + a,u,v, - ap,v, . 
Applying (3.2) to the special cases: 1, II, v yields: 
(3.3) 
0=6$-a,-aa, 
0 = S + a,p, - a,u, 
0 = S + a,v, - axvx . 
(3.4) 
Now suppose we have the case u = v, that is, u is an involution not inverting any 
p-element of G’. Equations (3.3)/(3.4) d escribe 3-vectors in the null space V,, 
of the l-form (6, a, , -a,). Indeed I’,, contains the columns of the matrix: 
11 1 
i 1 
1 UA UA2 3 
1 u, t&.2 
so the resulting Vandermonde determinant must vanish, that is: 
(1 - ?$)(I - U&A - U,) = 0. 
Indeed we see V,, = ((1, 1, 1)) @ ((0, (Us - I), (uX - 1))). Suppose we had 
zr, = u, # 1; then 0 = 0 + a,,z+ - a.p, , which forces aA = a, , contradicting 
(3.4). So u, = uX = 1, and this forces u E K = fiheX ker A. Since P n K = 2, 
we get u E O,(G’), a contradiction. We conclude u must invert some p-element 
of G’, and this proves the main theorem. 
Now to the proof of the corollaries. Suppose first hat 0,(&(x)) < N for 
all x g P#. Let u be any involution of G. In view of the main theorem, we may 
assume by conjugating that u inverts x g P #. On applying control of fusion we 
may write u = cn with c E C(X) and n E N. By assumption O,,(C(x)) < N and 
(1.3) we see u s N and indeed u 4 O,(N). In particular there is an involution 
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t E N - O,,(N) corresponding to that of S. If u is any other involution of 
N - O,,(N) then either u is conjugate to t in the dihedral group (t, u), or there 
is some involution j E (t, 24) n O,,(N) with u conjugate to tj. Hence the in- 
volutions of O,,(N) bound the classes of involutions ofG, giving (i). In particular, 
if 1 C(X)\ is odd for all x E P#, no such i can exist, and all involutions ofG are 
conjugate to t, proving (ii). 
The bound on conjugacy in (i) is rather weak; it is apparently difficult to find 
an example with even two distinct involution classes. This is related to a question 
raised by J. Sax1 for the case / S j = 2 and releasing the multiplier assumption 
(so P may be cyclic) - no examples are known of a simple group G with a 
Sylow p-normalizer dihedral of order 4p and two distinct involution classes. 
We might also ask what other hypotheses might be used to replace (3). Using 
the methods of [l IA, Sec. 11, it can be shown that the following is a fairly 
general alternative: (3’) S has cyclic Sylow 2-groups, 1Z(S)[ < 2, and 1 P I> 
2 1 S 12. Of course, assuming S cyclic would be good enough. Other possibilities 
are suggested by [8]. 
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